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This video-article - available online at sur.conectas.org - combines poetic aesthetics with a journalistic language to provide a look into the dilemmas and difficulties of migrants seeking better opportunities and living conditions in the largest metropolis in Latin America. From the Tanzanian homeless person to the Congolese musician, the documentary portrays the growing challenges governments of major cities are facing due to the increase in the number of displaced people around the world. Migration has been a fundamental part of the history of the city of São Paulo, as it has been responsible for the convergence towards a rare pattern of cultural and ethnic diversity. Even so, it was only in 2013 that concern with the coordination of specific public policies for the migrant population living in the city took shape through the creation of the Coordination for Migrants Policies (CPMig, in its acronym in Portuguese) under the Municipal Secretariat for Human Rights and Citizenship of São Paulo (SMDHC, in its acronym in Portuguese). The work developed since then, which incorporates a human rights perspective, has attempted to introduce a paradigm shift in which migration is no longer tied to the issue of national security. But this has its challenges.
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